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Discogs.com. The release was featured on The Billboard's Top 100: Modern Classics. There's even a link to the Eric Show.
It's more than I could say about what was going on in my real life in 1994. (Editor's note: Eric Moffett performed the song
live at the 1996 edition of the Lilith Fair). But I digress. Easter Eggs Not seen yet in this episode: @P_J_Kenny adds he has
to wear that red and blue-striped zebra shirt he wears for the "super-hardcore show" and the backstage special
*@Belle_Violet recommends it as a karaoke download, "because it's so awesome", as well as "P_J_Kenny's original."
@sadie_darrin uses the title as a name for his personal site: SadieDarrin.com @mitchvick adds that he'd be interested in who
was responsible for the lyrics. Was it Eric? @a_bunny_dunno is hooked up with the "P_J_Kenny shows" and finds it
"visually boring" @marvel_psyche likes the show and feels that the lyrics are what stands out to him. Track 1 @klyncil who
was at the show adds this is a "terrible rendition of this classic tune." @DangerCurly02 is surprised that this tune is so old, as
he never knew anyone who knew Eric. @marvel_psyche points out that "P_J_Kenny" should be "PJ" and that he could be
one of them. Track 2 @P_J_Kenny's real name is not "P_J" but "Paul, Incidentally." @j_f_sutter is surprised that this song
was never played live. @morbidmorph is looking forward to the live version. Track 3 @jimmy_k is surprised that a
"seasoned performer like P_J_Kenny is a rookie for being on stage for this long." @DangerCurly02 finds the lyrics "cute."
@disaster1331 finds this song to be "really good." Track 4 @thebranderz likes this song and that PJ should
Listen to Escape from Hollywood by The Hellecasters in Apple Music. Streaming songs including "Danger Man", "Inspector
Gadget" and more. â€œI was very passionate about making music. I have two more albums that I'm recording right now, but
I can't stop now. When I was younger, I liked to sing, but then I realized that it was not my thing. And I just kept making
music. It was pretty cool - I wrote songs and did remixes - but I always had a clear feeling that this was not for me. Then I
started writing film scores and that was the first time I really realized that this is what I want to do. fffad4f19a
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